Q: Does the technology purchased with the CPS/APS Covid funds needed an ADP plan?
A: No. CPS/APS technology is an exception due to the type of funding. However, your LBL will send a C-1 reporting form to the county for completion after monthly expenditures are reported on the 1571. Also note that APS/CPS COVID funded technology may not be included on the County DSS MOE/CPS IV-E/Automation Request for assistance in meeting Maintenance of Effort (MOE).

Q: I know that you discussed incentive money for child support....is there any information about incentive money for Program Integrity collections?
A: Counties do receive incentive payments on FNS collections for additional information I would direct you to the Program Representative.

Q: Do you mind listing the eight counties again that have Child Support separate from DSS?
A: Cumberland, Guilford, Johnston, Madison, Mecklenburg, Moore, Orange, and Randolph Counties

Q: We are currently in the process of purchasing a laptop for a child we took into custody we are planning to take it out of LINKS would an ADP Plan need to be submitted for this purchase?
A: No, this cost would be reimbursed through LINKS for client purchase.

Q: Follow up to the LINKS question, does the same thing apply with LINK only social workers laptop purchases?
A: No. Laptop and automation purchases for workers does need to be included on an ADP.